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QUESTION 1

Which of the following statements are true about the BACKUP command? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. The BACKUP command can not be used to make image copies of a datafile. 

B. The BACKUP command can improve performance by multiplexing backup files. 

C. The BACKUP can take advantage of the block-change tracking capability. 

D. The BACKUP command cannot store data in incremental backups. 

E. The BACKUP command can store data in cumulative incremental backups only. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

You are managing an Oracle Database 11g database with the ASM storage. The database is having big file
tablespaces. You want files to open faster and less memory to be used in the shared pool to manage the extent maps.
What configuration would you effect to achieve your objective? (Choose all that apply.) 

A. Set the ASM compatibility attribute for the ASM disk group to 11.1.0. 

B. Set the RDBMS compatibility attribute for the ASM disk group to 11.1.0. 

C. Set the COMPATIBLE initialization parameter for the ASM instance to 11.1.0. 

D. Set the COMPATIBLE initialization parameter for the database instance to 11.1.0. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are using the control file to maintain information about the database backups that are being performed by Recovery
Manager (RMAN). Identify two scenarios is which you must have a recovery catalog. (Choose two.) 

A. To store the backup information of multiple database 

B. To restrict the amount of space that is used by the backups 

C. To maintain a backup for a certain time is set by the CONTROL_FILE_RECORD_KEEP_TIME parameter. 

D. To list the data files that were in a target database at a given time by using the AT option of REPORT SCHEMA
command. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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QUESTION 4

For Oracle 11g, Oracle strongly recommends that you configure your database to use which of the following memory
management features? 

A. Automatic PGA Memory Management 

B. Automatic SGA Memory Management 

C. Automatic Shared Memory Management 

D. Automatic Memory Management 

E. Manual SGA Memory Management 

F. None of the above 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A database is running In ARCHIVELOG mode. It has two online redo log groups and each group has one member. 

A LGWR Input/output (I/O) fells due to permanent media failure that has resulted In the loss of redo log file and the
LWGR terminates causing the instance to crash. The steps to recover from the loss of a current redo log group member
in the 

random order are as follow. 

1) Restore the corrupted redo log group. 

2) Restore from a whole database backup. 

3) Perform incomplete recovery. 

4) Relocate by renaming the member of the damaged online redo log group to a new location. 

5) Open the database with the RESETLOGS option. 

6) Restart the database instance. 

7) Issue a checkpoint and clear the log. 

Identify the option with the correct sequential steps to accomplish the task efficiently. 

A. 1, 3, 4, and 5 

B. 7, 3, 4. and 5 

C. 2, 3, 4, and 5 
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D. 7, 4, 3. and 5 

E. Only 6 is required 

Correct Answer: C 

Recovering After Losing All Members of an Online Redo Log Group If a media failure damages all members of an online
redo log group, then different scenarios can occur depending on the type of online redo log group affected by the failure
and the archiving mode of the database. 

If the damaged online redo log group is current and active, then it is needed for crash recovery; otherwise, it is not.
Table 30-4 outlines the various recovery scenarios. 

 

QUESTION 6

Identify two situations in which you can use Data Recovery Advisor for recovery. (Choose two.) 

A. The user has dropped an important table that needs to be recovered. 

B. The database files are corrupted when the database is open. 

C. You are not able to start up the database instance because the required database files are missing. 

D. The archived log files are missing for which backup is not available. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 7

When performing a database duplication, which duplicate database parameter would you set to ensure that the online
redo logs are created in the correct location? 

A. log_file_name_convert 
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B. convert_log_file_name 

C. file_name_convert_log 

D. redo_log_file_name_convert 

E. logfile_convert_directory 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Examine the following command that is used to duplicate a database on the same host: 

RMAN> RUN { ALLOCATE AUXILIARY CHANNEL aux 1 DEVICE TYPE DISK; DUPLICATE TARGET DATABASE TO
auxdb SKIP READONLY; } 

Which two statements describe the effect after the database is duplicated successfully? (Choose two) 

A. The data files of the read-only tablespaces in the target database are not duplicated 

B. The read-only tablespaces in the target database are still defined in new the database 

C. The read-only tablespaces in the target database are changed to online after duplication 

D. The data files of the read-only tablespaces in the target database get duplicated 

E. The read-only tablespaces in the target database are not defined in the new database 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 9

When running the tablespace point-in-time command 

recover tablespace users 

until time \\'10/06/2008:22:42:00\\' 

auxiliary destination \\'c:\oracle\auxiliary\\'; 

You receive the following error: 
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What is the likely cause of the error? 

A. The database is in ARCHIVELOG mode. 

B. There is not a current backup of the database available. 

C. The USERS tablespace has dependent objects in other tablespaces and can not be a part of a TSPITR alone. 

D. The USERS tablespace is not eligible for TSPITR because it has invalid objects. 

E. The recover tablespace command is incorrect and generates the error. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 10

To enable resumable space allocation for the instance, which of the following initialization parameters you set to a
nonzero value? 

A. RESUMABLE_SPACE_TIME 

B. RESUMABLE_SPACE 

C. RESUMABLE_TIME 

D. RESUMABLE_TIMEOUT 

E. TIME_RESUMABLE 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following best describes a full backup? 

A. All datafiles of a database 

B. All datafiles, archive logs, and control files 

C. All datafiles and control files 
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D. All the used blocks in a datafile 

Correct Answer: D 

From the training book: 

"Full backup: Makes a copy of each data block that contains data and that is within the files being backed up." 

"A full backup contains all used data file blocks." 

"A full backup is different from a whole database backup." Conclusion it means that not all data files are backed up
when you do full backup. 

 

QUESTION 12

Observe the structure of the table employees: The table contains 8475 records. 

One of the employees wants to know the names of all employees of the company. For this, he fires the following query: 

SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEES ORDER BY emp_fname; 

Since the operation performed on executing the query cannot fit into memory, it requires disk space to complete the
operation. 

Which of the following types of segments will Oracle allocate to complete the operation and to provide the required
result? 

A. Rollback segment 

B. Temporary segment 

C. Data segment 

D. Index segment 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 13

In your database, the LDAP_DIRECTORY_SYSAUTH initialization parameter has been set to YES and the users who
need to access the database as DBAs have been granted SYSDBA enterprise role in Oracle Internet Directory (OID).
SSL and the password file have been configured. A user SCOTT with the SYSDBA privilege tries to connect to the
database instance from a remote machine using the command: 

$ SQLPLUS scott/tiger@DB01 AS SYSDBA Which DB01 is the net service name. 

Which authentication method would be used first? 

A. authentication by password file 

B. authentication by using certificates over SSL 

C. authentication by using the Oracle Internet Directory 

D. authentication by using the local OS of the database server 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 14

You want to take the backup of the USERS tablespace. It has a single data file of 900 MB. You have tape drives of 300
MB each. The SBT channel is configured for the RMAN. To accomplish the backup, you issued the following RMAN 

command: 

RMAN> BACKUP SECTION SIZE 300M TABLESPACE users; 

Which two statements are true regarding the execution of the above command? (Choose two.) 

A. The RMAN parallelizes the backup although the parallelism is not set for a channel. 

B. The backup piece size will be limited to 300 MB. 

C. The operation is accomplished using the default channel available. 

D. Three channels for the tape drive must be configured by setting the parallelism to three. 

Correct Answer: BC 

SECTION SIZE sizeSpec Specifies the size of each backup section produced during a data file backup. 

By setting this parameter, RMAN can create a multisection backup. In a multisection backup, RMAN creates a backup
piece that contains one file section, which is a contiguous range of blocks in a file. All sections of a multisection backup
are the same size. You can create a multisection backup for a data file, but not a data file copy. File sections enable
RMAN to create multiple steps for the backup of a single large data file. RMAN channels can process each step
independently and in parallel, with each channel producing one section of a multisection backup set. 

If you specify a section size that is larger than the size of the file, then RMAN does not use multisection backup for the
file. If you specify a small section size that would produce more than 256 sections, then RMAN increases the section
size to a value that results in exactly 256 sections. 
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Depending on where you specify this parameter in the RMAN syntax, you can specify different section sizes for different
files in the same backup job. Note: You cannot use SECTION SIZE with MAXPIECESIZE or with INCREMENTAL
LEVEL 1. 

 

QUESTION 15

If a job references a schedule that has been disabled, what will be the result? 

A. The job will be automatically disabled. 

B. The job will never execute. 

C. The job will attempt to execute but will fail. 

D. The job will inherit the DEFAULT_SCHEDULE schedule. 

E. A schedule object cannot be disabled. 

Correct Answer: E 
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